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A COMPLETE
UNIFORM SOLUTION

This style guide is a library of the
different blazer & jacket styles we
manufacture.

Each style can be made in any fabric
type and trims can be modified to
the clients needs.

Our sample and fabric libraries are
also available for clients to see the
style and fabric options.

You can contact us to discuss any
garments you are interested in.

School Colours

BLAZER & JACKET



ABBEY

Cropped jacket to sit on the waist.
Usually no outside pockets

AMY

Long fit jacket, usually with lower
jetted pockets

ANGELA

Fitted jacket with lower
welt pockets

All our jackets come with a self adjustable Smartsleeve®

allowing both regular and long fit.

With all blazers and jackets we can manufacture:

•With any fabric.

• Embellished with trims.

•With hem vents that can be centre, side or none.

•With any number of buttons
(cuff buttons can also be added).

•With inside pockets that can be modified
(we always include a zipped pod pocket).

• Using lining that is logo’d or plain in any colour.

•With badges which can be added in any position.



EMMA

Normal fit 3 patch pocket blazer

BLAZERS & JACKETS

JEAN

Box fit 3 patch pocket blazer,
mid length

KATE

Double breasted single button
jacket. Lower jetted pockets,

mid length

PHILLIPA

Hybrid lower patch pocket and
top welt pocket blazer

GUINEVERE

Slim fit jacket with lower jetted
pockets and shorter length.
Extended fabric pocket

features inside
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ANGELIQUE

Fitted jacket with lower jet pockets
and high line 4 button front

CAMILLE

Fitted jacket with 4 feature
front buttons to give a double
breasted look, shorter length

BRIGITTE TWEED

Slim fit jacket with 3 lower
jetted pockets, shorter length

MILLIE

4 button long length
normal fit jacket

NICHOLE

Slim fit jacket with 3 lower jetted
pockets and inside pocket
features, shorter length

LAURA

Fitted jacket with front dart,
upper welt pocket and 2 lower
jetted pockets, mid length

FALESIA

Fitted jacket with front dart,
welt pocket and lower jetted
pockets, shorter length

MARIA

Fitted 3 patch pocket blazer.
Same fit as Laura

ANNE

Fitted jacket with collar insert
panel and 1 button, lower

jetted pockets

BRIGID

Slim fit jacket with lower jetted
pockets, shorter length



VENETION SLIMFIT

Slimmer fit pattern for striped
fabrics, the stripes do not run as

fully straight on the front

MARCELO

Fitted jacket with slanted jet pockets
and top welt pocket

NICHOLAS

Slim fit jacket with front dart, welt top
pocket and 3 lower straight jet
pockets. Extended fabric pocket

features inside
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COLINWAISTCOAT

Single breasted waistcoat
(double breasted also available)

LEN

Fitted jacket, no front dart, welt top
pocket and straight jet pockets

LEONARDO

Fitted 3 patch pocket blazer.
Same fit as Leon

OLIVER

Unisex primary normal fit blazer,
3 patch pockets, can be buttoned

on either side.

ETONWAISTCOAT

Single breasted waistcoat

LEON

Fitted jacket with front dart, welt top
pocket and straight jet pockets

KEITH

Box fit generous blazer pattern.
3 Patch pockets

VENETION BOX

Special pattern to allow easy
matching of striped fabrics, box fit
soVenetian stripes run straight and

can be easily matched on
shoulders and pockets

PRIMARY UNISEX

Primary age blazer box fit pattern,
can be 3 patch pockets or lower

jetted pockets

RAPHAEL

Slim fit jacket with front dart, welt top
pocket and 3 straight jet pockets
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BLAZERS & JACKETS

PIPING TRIM

Flanged piping can be inserted into
the seams on the collar, lapel (and
main body). This jacket also has a

trimmed jet pocket insert

WELT AND JETTED POCKET TRIM

Many colours available

TWISTED CORD TRIM

Can be added to blazer/jacket
collar, lapel, main body, sleeves, top
of patch pockets.Various widths
available and many colours

PETERSHAM BRAID TRIM

Can be added to blazer/jacket
collar, lapel, main body, sleeves, top
of patch pockets.Various widths
available and many colours

SMART SLEEVE

All blazers and jackets come with an
easily adjustable sleeve that can be
let down to a long fit length without

any sewing

LOGO’D LINING

Can be discreet shadow weave or
2 colours that is reversible

CRESTED BUTTONS

TRIMS
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